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Key features 

• Unique and vibrant two-handed account of one of the 
most dominant periods of Manchester United history 

• A blunt and straightforward approach to storytelling with 
no punches pulled 

• Compelling human aspect to the story, which will make these 
football stars feel accessible and real, including their family 
bond and discussion about universal issues such as anxiety 

• Explosive account of the turbulent transition period at 
United, including life under Moyes and Van Gaal 

• Rafael’s renaissance with Lyon as they qualified for the 
latter stages of the Champions League in 2020 

• Foreword by Sir Alex Ferguson 

• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers, 
websites, podcasts and magazines Description 

The Sunshine Kids is no ordinary autobiography. Twins Fabio and Rafael Da Silva have seen it all in football – from the favelas of 
Brazil to the height of the European game with Manchester United. Their performances and contribution to one of the most 
glittering periods in the club’s history cemented their place in the heart of every United fan. Theirs is an incredible journey and story – 
and, with Wayne Barton (‘The pre-eminent writer on Manchester United’ – Martin Edwards) the pair tell all. The sheer personality 
pours from the pages as Rafael’s energy shines through in tales of fierce rivalries with Liverpool and Manchester City, and Fabio 
reveals his battle with anxiety as he sought to establish himself at Old Trafford. From the experience of joining the best team in 
Europe, to the human aspect and difficulty that comes with it, their familial relationship with Sir Alex Ferguson and their careers 
since leaving United – you’ll discover just why the twins have been adored wherever their football careers have taken them. 
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